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（分野５　課題３）	

課題代表者：柴田さんのスライド(去年)を拝借	

課題：	  
	  

　　　　3+3+1ボルツマン流体コードを開発し、	  
　　　　超新星爆発に対する輻射流体計算を行う	  
	  

　　　　京では2次元軸対称の科学的計算をH27年度に実行予定	  
	  

現状：	  
	  

　　　　ベースコードの開発を完了	  
　　　　FX10及び京を用いて、コードのチューニングを進めた	  
　　　　小規模テストランの実行	  
	



重力崩壊型超新星爆発	

Catoon	  From	  Iwakami	  D	  thesis	
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多次元的な流体不安定性	  
＋	  

ニュートリノによるエネルギー輸送	  
	  

が爆発の鍵	  
	  

（右図は滝脇さんスライドより）	
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超新星爆発におけるボルツマン計算の必要性	

中心（高密度）	

外層（低密度）	

ボルツマン計算が必要な領域	  
（近似的な取り扱いが難しい）	
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Cartoon	  fro	  Janka	  and	  Sumiyoshi	



近似的ニュートリノ輸送スキーム	

Ray-‐by-‐Ray	  Approach	  (MPA,	  Oak	  Ridge,	  Kotake-‐Takiwaki-‐Suwa)	
The Astrophysical Journal, 747:73 (12pp), 2012 March 1 Lentz et al.
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Figure 9. Illustration of the “ray-by-ray” transport approximation. The circle
represents the neutrinosphere and the solid lines represent two independent
“rays” in the RbR approximation. The dashed lines are tangents to the
neutrinosphere and indicate the regions that contribute to the neutrino field
at points 1 and 2. The “blob” on the neutrinosphere below point 1 is a “hot spot”
where the temperature is higher than the rest of the neutrinosphere. For point 1,
the RbR method will compute the neutrino field as if the entire neutrinosphere
has the properties of the hot spot, overestimating the neutrino flux and heating.
For point 2, the RbR misses the contribution of the hot spot by assuming that
the neutrinosphere properties are only those of the cooler region directly below
it, underestimating the neutrino flux and heating.

reduce computational costs and simplify code development.
CHIMERA, Vertex, and Zeus+IDSA break the non-radial
(lateral, or angular) spatial coupling through the “ray-by-ray”
(RbR) approximation, and Vulcan/2D breaks the coupling
between energy groups and neutrino species.

In the RbR approximation, the neutrino transport is computed
as a number of independent, spherically symmetric problems,
referred to as “rays,” which allows for the reuse of existing
1D neutrino transport codes. (See Figure 9 for a schematic
illustration of the RbR approximation.) RbR methods exhibit
good parallel scaling for large numbers of independent radial
rays, which can be evolved without communication while
computing the neutrino transport. Typically, in RbR codes,
the neutrinos in opaque regions are advected laterally with the
fluid motions and contribute to the pressure. The independence
of the rays artificially sharpens the lateral variation in the
neutrino luminosity and heating above the proto-NS, which
results in some regions of the hot mantle being overheated
and others underheated. The transport studies of Ott et al.
(2008) using Vulcan/2D in multi-angle mode showed that full
multidimensional FLD underestimates the lateral variation in
the neutrino radiation field, whereas RbR codes are expected to
overestimate the lateral variation. Buras et al. (2006) concluded
from analysis of their RbR models that the transient lateral
variations in neutrino flux and heating were not very likely
to have dynamical consequences for the evolution of their
models. The impact of the RbR approximation on the simulation
outcomes is not precisely known, and proper testing will have to
wait until one of the RbR codes is upgraded to include full lateral
transport, as no extant code is currently capable of computing in
RbR and non-RbR modes and there are significant differences
between extant RbR and non-RbR codes in other respects.

The authors of Vulcan/2D have chosen to break the en-
ergy and species coupling rather than the lateral spatial cou-
pling. Vulcan/2D implements computational parallelism by
solving for 2D-spatially-coupled neutrino transport for each
energy–species group independently, with communication only

after transport to integrate neutrino heating/cooling from all
energy groups. The consequence of this design choice is that
Vulcan/2D cannot easily include either NIS-driven coupling of
energy groups or the coupling of energy groups through ob-
server corrections, nor can it utilize more parallel processing
elements than it has energy–species groups.

5.2. Opacity Approximations

CHIMERA and Vertex include all of the FullOp opacities
plus additional corrections for weak magnetism and ion–ion
correlations. Vertex also includes the neutrino-pair flavor-
conversion process (Buras et al. 2003). V2D uses the Bruenn
(1985) opacities, which are similar to ReducOp, but do include
the energy down-scattering from NES. Vulcan/2D omits all of
the NIS scatterings in favor of their IS counterparts, as does the
Zeus+IDSA code because energy-coupled scattering has not
yet been developed for the IDSA transport method. Vulcan/2D,
V2D, and Zeus+IDSA use an IPA for EC on nuclei, which cuts
off electron capture by nuclei when the mean neutron number
N ! 40, and overestimates it above the cutoff, while CHIMERA
and Vertex use the more accurate LMSH EC table.

Some multidimensional supernova codes (Vertex,
Vulcan/2D) use a single species, νx = {νµτ , ν̄µτ }, to represent
all of the heavy-lepton flavor neutrinos, while the Zeus+IDSA
code omits them completely.

5.3. Observer Corrections

CHIMERA, V2D, and Vertex include the observer correc-
tions in the neutrino transport. In the Zeus+IDSA code, adia-
batic compression is properly handled for the trapped neutrinos,
and O(v/c) observer corrections are included for free-streaming
neutrinos. These codes use neutrino transport based on
Equation (3), its equivalent toO(v/c), or its GR equivalent. Only
Vulcan/2D neglects the observer corrections entirely, by solv-
ing the neutrino transport based on Equation (7). (The transport
equation quoted in Livne et al. (2004) also omits the µ0v ∂f/∂t-
term, which is typically considered of O(v2/c2) and dropped
from most O(v/c) transport solutions.)

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the consequences of removing (1) GR
effects, (2) non-isoenergetic scattering and detailed nuclear
EC opacities, and (3) observer corrections from spherically
symmetric models of core-collapse supernovae. We have found
that all of these changes, individually and especially when
taken together, affect the progress of stellar collapse and the
post-bounce evolution of the shock and core thermodynamic
properties in significant ways, in contrast to the assessments
made by Burrows et al. (2006, 2007) and Nordhaus et al. (2010).
We have computed variations in the shock radius, neutrino
luminosities, and neutrino rms energies as large as 60 km,
35 Bethe s−1, and 10 MeV, respectively, across the four models
considered here.

Omission of GR results in a less compact core and an unreal-
istically more favorable shock progression after bounce. Elim-
inating non-isoenergetic scatterings and simplifying electron
capture on nuclei drastically reduces the core deleptonization
and expands the homologous core at bounce. Omission of the
observer corrections dramatically alters core deleptonization,
the shock position, and neutrino luminosities after bounce, in
part resulting from a complete breakdown of lepton number
conservation.
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Isotropic	  Diffusion	  Source	  ApproximaUon	  (IDSA)	  	  
(Basel,	  Kotake-‐Takiwaki-‐Suwa)	

SchemaUc	  picture	  for	  
	  Ray-‐by-‐Ray	  approach	  
(Lentz	  et	  al.	  2012)	

Neutrinos	  are	  decomposed	  into	  trapped	  and	  streaming	  parts.	  	

Two	  reduced	  equaUons	  are	  coupled	  by	  each	  source	  term,	  which	  is	  
approximately	  described	  under	  diffusion	  treatment.	  	  
(See	  e.g.,	  Berninger	  et	  al.	  2013)	

Moment	  method	  
(MPA,	  Kyoto,	  Caltech,	  Basel	  (Kuroda))	

3

constant. kb denotes the Boltzmann constant.

§2. Moment formalism of Thorne

First, we review the Thorne’s moment formalism.2) In the first step, he defines
an unprojected moment of massless particles associated with a moving medium as

M α1α2···αk
(ν) (xβ) =

!

f(p′α, xβ)δ(ν − ν ′)

ν ′k−2
p′α1p′α2 · · · p′αkdV ′

p , (2.1)

where f is the distribution function of the relevant radiation, ν ′ = −uµp′µ the fre-
quency of the radiation in the rest-frame of the medium (i.e, in the rest-frame of
the fiducial observer) with uµ being medium’s four velocity, pµ the four-momentum
of the radiation, and dVp the invariant integration element on the light cone. k,
here, is positive integer, 1, 2, · · · . As pointed out by Thorne,2) the choice of the
fiducial observer is crucial when deriving a good truncated formalism from his mo-
ment formalism. In the following, the fluid, coupled with the radiation, is chosen
as the medium.2), 9), 10) Namely, the frequency, ν, in M α1α2···αk

(ν) always denote the

frequency measured in the rest-frame of the fluid throughout this paper. This choice
is crucially helpful when computing the source terms of the radiation equations.

We note that it is possible to choose any fiducial frame in the moment formalism.
However, we have to keep in mind that for a truncated moment formalism in a closed
form, it is necessary to assume a closure relation which is determined by a physically
reasonable assumption. In the dense medium, radiation is strongly coupled to the
matter field. This implies that at the zeroth order, the radiation is in equilibrium
with the medium, and radiation flow (measured by an observer comoving with the
matter) is a small correction. To reproduce this feature in the closure relation, the
best method seems to choose the fluid rest frame as the fiducial frame.

We also note the following: As a result of our choice of the fiducial frame, the
argument frequency in the distribution function is always the frequency measured in
the fluid rest frame. By contrast, the argument variable should be in general the
frequency in the laboratory frame (although any frame can be taken), if one fully
solves the Boltzmann equation that the distribution function obeys.

The Boltzmann equation is written in the form2)

dxα

dτ

∂f

∂xα
+

dpi

dτ

∂f

∂pi
= (−pαuα)S(p

µ, xµ, f), (2.2)

where S denotes a source term and τ the affine parameter of a trajectory of radiation
particles. In any orthonormal frame, the invariant integration element is given by9)

dVp =
dp̂1dp̂2dp̂3

p̂0
, (2.3)

where p̂α is the four-momentum of the radiation in the local orthonormal frame. In
the local rest frame of an observer comoving with the fluid,

dVp = νdνdΩ, (2.4)

Neutrino	  angular	  direcUon	  is	  integrated.	  The	  so-‐called	  “closure	  relaUon”	  is	  imposed	  
in	  the	  higher	  moment.	

Shibata	  et	  al.	  2011	

MulU-‐Group	  Flux-‐Limited-‐Diffusion	  (MGFLD)	  
(Oak	  Ridge,	  Princeton,	  Caltech)	

Neutrino	  Transports	  are	  treated	  as	  the	  Energy-‐Dependent	  Diffusion	  EquaUon.	

Neutrino-‐AdvecUon	  is	  essenUally	  considered	  under	  spherical	  symmetry.	



1次元球対称一般相対論的ボルツマンニュートリノ輻射流体計算	  
	  (Yamada	  1997,	  1999	  and	  Sumiyoshi	  et	  al.	  2005)	

多次元一般相対論的ボルツマンニュートリノ輻射流体計算	

数値アルゴリズムの大幅な変更	  
（流体、重力、ニュートリノ輸送の解法、これら全てを変更）	  
	  

数値コストの拡大	  

6次元ボルツマンコード開発	

6次元ボルツマン	  +	  流体コード開発	

ポスト京へ：３D＋数値相対論＋曲がった時空上でのニュートリノ輸送	

Sumiyoshi	  and	  Yamada,	  2012	  	  
Sumiyoshi	  et	  al.,	  2014	

Nagakura	  et	  al.	  2014	

Boltzmann-‐Hydro	  Code	  開発	

来年度に2D軸対称超新星計算を京で実行予定	  

多
次
元
化



現状報告	

ベースコードの概要	  
	  
チューニング状況	  
	  
京での小規模テストラン	  (preliminary)	



計算コードの概要	

ニュートリノ輸送（ボルマン）ソルバー	

重力ソルバー	 流体ソルバー	
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with carrying out this interpolation, particularly with regard
to neutrino energy. We briefly describe the reasons for these
challenges.

The rather low energy resolution we can afford by using
the Boltzmann code is one of the reasons. We can deploy
at most ∼20 energy bins (see Kotake et al. 2012a). The
distribution function, f, depends strongly on the neutrino energy
in general. In particular, it decreases almost exponentially at high
energies. On the numerical mesh, f may change several orders
of magnitude between adjacent energy-grid points. Highly
accurate interpolations of f are hence required on the coarse
mesh. Note that since the isoenergetic scatterings between
neutrinos and nucleons and/or nuclei dominate other reactions
in CCSNe, the time step (∆t) of simulations is mostly determined
by these processes. If the interpolations of f are not accurate at
high energies, we might find that ∆t becomes unreasonably
small because of a large number of artificial scatterings. The
fact that high-energy neutrinos have larger cross sections makes
matter worse. Not to mention, in the interpolation we further
have to take into consideration the conservation of neutrino
numbers in scatterings.

In the next section, we give the SR Boltzmann equations
then we present our plan for overcoming the challenged faced
by implementing them. We then demonstrate our successful
handling of isoenergetic scatterings in the realistic supernova
simulations (see Section 7).

4. SR BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS FOR NEUTRINOS

We start with the covariant form of the Boltzmann equation:

pµ ∂f

∂xµ
+

dpi

dτ

∂f

∂pi
=

!
δf

δτ

"

col
, (1)

which is valid even in curved spacetime. In the above expression,
f(= f (xµ, pi)) denotes the neutrino distribution function in
phase space; xµ and pµ are spacetime coordinates and the four-
momentum of a neutrino, respectively. Since the latter satisfies
the on-shell condition pµpµ = −m2

ν , in which mν is a neutrino
mass, only three of the four components are independent and
this is why only spatial components appear in the second term
on the left-hand side; τ stands for the affine parameter of the
neutrino trajectory. The left-hand side of Equation (1) expresses
a geodesic motion in the phase space, while the right-hand
side symbolically denotes the so-called collision terms, i.e., the
terms that give the rate of changes in f due to neutrino–matter
interactions.

On the spherical coordinates in flat spacetime, which are the
coordinates we employ for the laboratory frame in our Eulerian
approach, Equation (1) is cast into the following conservation
form:

∂f

∂t
+

µν

r2

∂

∂r
(r2f ) +

#
1 − µ2

ν cos φν

r sin θ

∂

∂θ
(sin θf )

+

#
1 − µ2

ν sin φν

r sin θ

∂f

∂φ
+

1
r

∂

∂µν

[(1 − µ2
ν)f ]

−
#

1 − µ2
ν

r

cos θ

sin θ

∂

∂φν

(sin φνf ) =
!

δf

δt

"lb

col
, (2)

where r, θ , and φ denote the spatial variables. For the three
independent components of neutrino four-momentum, we do
not use the spacial components but adopt the energy and two
angles, θν and φν (see Figure 3). µν is defined as µν ≡ cos θν .

Figure 3. Local orthonormal bases that measure neutrino momentum. As the
subscripts show, er , eθ , and eφ are aligned with the spatial spherical coordinates.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In Equation (2) and the rest of this paper, we assume that
neutrinos are massless, which is well justified as long as neutrino
oscillations are ignored.

The collision term in Equation (2), which is expressed with
the laboratory time t, is related to the original collision term in
Equation (1) as

!
δf

δτ

"

col
= εlb

!
δf

δt

"lb

col
, (3)

where εlb(≡ pt ) denotes the neutrino energy measured in
the laboratory frame. Similarly, the collision term in the fluid
restframe can be expressed with the proper time of each fluid
element (t̃) as

!
δf

δτ

"

col
= εfr

!
δf

δt̃

"fr

col
, (4)

where εfr(≡ pt̃ ≡ −uµpµ) denotes the neutrino energy in the
fluid restframe. Here uµ is the four-velocity of matter.

The Lorentz transformation of four-momentum gives the
relation of neutrino energies in the fluid restframe and laboratory
frame as

εfr = εlbγ (1 − nlb · v), (5)

where v, γ (≡ (1 − v2)−1/2) denote the three-velocity and
corresponding Lorentz factor of matter and nlb is the unit vector
that indicates the flight direction of a neutrino in the laboratory
frame. The factor Dlb ≡ γ (1− nlb ·v) in Equation (5) expresses
the Doppler shift of neutrino energy. From Equations (3)–(5),
we can obtain the relation between the collision terms in the two
frames as

!
δf

δt

"lb

col
= Dlb

!
δf

δt̃

"fr

col
. (6)

The Lorentz transformation also gives the relation between
the flight directions in the fluid restframe and laboratory frames
as

εfrnfr = εlb
$

nlb +
%
−γ + (γ − 1)

nlb · v

v2

&
v

'
. (7)

Here nfr denotes the unit vector that specifies the flight direction
of a neutrino in the fluid restframe. Using the Doppler factor

4

移流項	  
(AdvecUon	  Term)	

衝突項	  
(Collision	  Term)	

ボルツマン方程式	  (Sn	  method)	
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post-bounce phase in our previous study (Nagakura et al. 2013).
It is also noted that a series of standard tests for hydrodynam-
ical schemes (e.g., shock tube problems) were carried out in
Nagakura et al. (2011).

Although our Boltzmann solver is fully SR, the hydrodynam-
ics solver is Newtonian. As a matter of fact, it can be GR-Hydro
code (Nagakura & Yamada 2008) except for its gravity solver,
which is Newtonian and based on the MICCG technique (Na-
gakura et al. 2011). The implementation of an Einstein equation
solver is currently underway, the perspective of which will be
mentioned in Section 8.

The basic equations of Newtonian hydrodynamics in
spherical coordinates are written in the following form:

∂t Q + ∂j U j = Wh + Wi , (12)

where each term is given as

Q =

⎛
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Note that Wi corresponds to the interactions between neutrinos
and matter (the explicit expressions will be presented in Step 5)
and

√
g(= r2 sin θ ) denotes the volume factor in the spherical

coordinates. Other variables, ρ, p, e, Ye, vj , and ψ , are the mass
density, pressure, internal energy density, electron fraction, fluid
velocity, and Newtonian gravitational potential, respectively.
The Newtonian self-gravity is solved with the Poisson equation,

∆ψ = 4πρ . (17)

In our central scheme, the above system of equations
use the finite difference method in space with a piecewise

parabolic method interpolation and the total variation dimin-
ishing Runge–Kutta method is employed for time integra-
tion, which achieves second-order accuracy in both space
and time. We adopt the procedure proposed by Müller et al.
(2010) for solving the energy equation (the fifth component
in Equation (12)), which reduces secular errors in the energy
conservation.

Throughout this paper, we use Shen’s equation of state (EOS;
Shen et al. 2011) with lepton and photon contributions added.
(see, e.g., Nagakura et al. 2013). The original EOS table is
rather coarse for the simulation of CCSNe. Indeed, we have
found that trilinear interpolations in the original table reduce
the accuracy of simulations, particularly at the transition from
inhomogeneous to homogeneous nuclear matter. We have hence
reconstructed a new EOS table by interpolating all quantities
with the tricubic Hermite functions. It is several times finer in
ρ, Ye and T than the original table.

6.2. Step 2: Reconstruction of Subgrid Energy Spectrum

In our Boltzmann solver, transformations between differ-
ent energy grids are frequently performed. As mentioned in
Section 3, we will be able to deploy at most ∼20 energy bins,
a rather coarse resolution. We hence need a subgrid modeling
of the neutrino energy spectrum. It is also important for com-
puting flux at grid boundaries. As a matter of fact, if we did not
take into account such subgrid distributions and assumed in-
stead that neutrinos are populated uniformly in each grid, then a
large number of neutrinos could artificially leak to neighboring
grids either due to inaccurate numerical flux or by imprecise
interpolations (see also Step 4 on this issue).

In the reconstruction, one should pay adequate attention to
the following two conditions:

1. monotonicity and
2. conservation of the number of neutrinos.

The first condition is familiar in the numerical treatment of
hyperbolic systems and necessary to avoid artificial generation
of extrema in spectra, which may cause numerical instabilities.
The importance of the second condition is rather obvious. In
fact, if it were violated, neutrinos would appear or disappear
just by changing energy grids. As shown later, this condition is
particularly important in the evaluation of f on LFG. Note that
the value of f on each grid point actually represents the average
in the energy bin in our formulation.

The reconstruction procedures are schematically shown in
Figure 7, in which we construct the subgrid energy spectrum
for energy bin A in the LRG. In so doing, not only grid point
A but also the neighboring grid points B and C are utilized. We
distinguish two cases: (1) f locally takes an extreme value on
grid point A, i.e., both of the f’s on grid points B and C are either
larger or smaller than the f on grid point A and (2) when this is
not the case.

The left panels in Figure 7 correspond to the first case. As
shown in the figure, in this case, we assume a flat spectrum in
the energy bin. This is not a bad approximation since the actual
spectrum is indeed nearly flat in the vicinity of a local extremum.
In the second case, in which f changes monotonically over the
neighboring three grid points, we reconstruct a subgrid spectrum
as follows, which is shown in the right panels in Figure 7.

We first determine the value of f on the left and right
interfaces of energy bin A as the averages of adjacent grid
point values in the logarithmic scale. They are referred to as fL
(fR), respectively. We also define fmax and fmin as the largest
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Note that Wi corresponds to the interactions between neutrinos
and matter (the explicit expressions will be presented in Step 5)
and
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g(= r2 sin θ ) denotes the volume factor in the spherical

coordinates. Other variables, ρ, p, e, Ye, vj , and ψ , are the mass
density, pressure, internal energy density, electron fraction, fluid
velocity, and Newtonian gravitational potential, respectively.
The Newtonian self-gravity is solved with the Poisson equation,

∆ψ = 4πρ . (17)

In our central scheme, the above system of equations
use the finite difference method in space with a piecewise

parabolic method interpolation and the total variation dimin-
ishing Runge–Kutta method is employed for time integra-
tion, which achieves second-order accuracy in both space
and time. We adopt the procedure proposed by Müller et al.
(2010) for solving the energy equation (the fifth component
in Equation (12)), which reduces secular errors in the energy
conservation.

Throughout this paper, we use Shen’s equation of state (EOS;
Shen et al. 2011) with lepton and photon contributions added.
(see, e.g., Nagakura et al. 2013). The original EOS table is
rather coarse for the simulation of CCSNe. Indeed, we have
found that trilinear interpolations in the original table reduce
the accuracy of simulations, particularly at the transition from
inhomogeneous to homogeneous nuclear matter. We have hence
reconstructed a new EOS table by interpolating all quantities
with the tricubic Hermite functions. It is several times finer in
ρ, Ye and T than the original table.

6.2. Step 2: Reconstruction of Subgrid Energy Spectrum

In our Boltzmann solver, transformations between differ-
ent energy grids are frequently performed. As mentioned in
Section 3, we will be able to deploy at most ∼20 energy bins,
a rather coarse resolution. We hence need a subgrid modeling
of the neutrino energy spectrum. It is also important for com-
puting flux at grid boundaries. As a matter of fact, if we did not
take into account such subgrid distributions and assumed in-
stead that neutrinos are populated uniformly in each grid, then a
large number of neutrinos could artificially leak to neighboring
grids either due to inaccurate numerical flux or by imprecise
interpolations (see also Step 4 on this issue).

In the reconstruction, one should pay adequate attention to
the following two conditions:

1. monotonicity and
2. conservation of the number of neutrinos.

The first condition is familiar in the numerical treatment of
hyperbolic systems and necessary to avoid artificial generation
of extrema in spectra, which may cause numerical instabilities.
The importance of the second condition is rather obvious. In
fact, if it were violated, neutrinos would appear or disappear
just by changing energy grids. As shown later, this condition is
particularly important in the evaluation of f on LFG. Note that
the value of f on each grid point actually represents the average
in the energy bin in our formulation.

The reconstruction procedures are schematically shown in
Figure 7, in which we construct the subgrid energy spectrum
for energy bin A in the LRG. In so doing, not only grid point
A but also the neighboring grid points B and C are utilized. We
distinguish two cases: (1) f locally takes an extreme value on
grid point A, i.e., both of the f’s on grid points B and C are either
larger or smaller than the f on grid point A and (2) when this is
not the case.

The left panels in Figure 7 correspond to the first case. As
shown in the figure, in this case, we assume a flat spectrum in
the energy bin. This is not a bad approximation since the actual
spectrum is indeed nearly flat in the vicinity of a local extremum.
In the second case, in which f changes monotonically over the
neighboring three grid points, we reconstruct a subgrid spectrum
as follows, which is shown in the right panels in Figure 7.

We first determine the value of f on the left and right
interfaces of energy bin A as the averages of adjacent grid
point values in the logarithmic scale. They are referred to as fL
(fR), respectively. We also define fmax and fmin as the largest
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現状報告	

ベースコードの概要	  
	  
チューニング状況	  
	  
京での小規模テストラン	  (preliminary)	



モデルと計算サイズ	

Real	  Space:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  384	  (Nr)	  ×	  128	  (Nth)	  
Momentu	  Space：　20	  (Ne)	  ×	  10	  (Na)	  ×	  6	  (Nb)	

計算領域	  
中心から4000km	  	  

The Astrophysical Journal, 771:27 (17pp), 2013 July 1 Yamamoto et al.
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Figure 21. Individual contributions of neutrino heating and nuclear reactions to the explosion energy for all the 1D and 2D models.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 22. Comparison of 56Ni masses in the ejecta between the 1D and 2D
models.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

energy and nickel mass in the appropriate range. This hap-
pens mainly in 2D because the mass of matter in the ejecta
that attains high enough peak temperatures is smaller and
the fall-back is significant. This is in turn related to the fact
that the expansion and accretion occur simultaneously in
2D, which is indeed reflected in the mass of the PNS. The
PNS mass is larger in 2D at any post-bounce time.

In the present paper, we have employed the single 15 M⊙ pro-
genitor model, which we think is one of the most representative
for producing typical type IIP CCSNe. Very recently, Ugliano
et al. (2012) reported a possible stochastic nature in the out-
come of the shock revival in the neutrino heating mechanism
based on systematic 1D hydrodynamical simulations. Although
the stochasticity is less remarkable in the low-mass end, it is
hence mandatory to extend the current work to other progen-
itors and see how generic our findings obtained in this paper
are (Y. Yamamoto et al., in preparation). 3D models are also
a top priority in future work, since we know that 3D SASI is

qualitatively different from the 2D SASI we have studied in
this paper (Iwakami et al. 2008). It should also be recalled that
Nordhaus et al. (2010) claimed that shock revival is even easier
in 3D than in 2D, although controversies are still continuing
(Hanke et al. 2012). If the critical luminosity is much lower
in 3D than in 2D, the yield of 56Ni may be reduced further in
3D. The complex flow patterns also have some influence on the
nickel yield. We are particularly concerned with how the allowed
region in the shock-relaunch time that is opened in 2D is modi-
fied in 3D. The relative importance of nuclear reactions for the
explosion energy compared with neutrino heating is the highest
in 1D. We are certainly interested in how these proportions may
or may not change in 3D.

One of the greatest uncertainties in the present study is the
effect of the inner boundary condition that is imposed by hand.
The artificial treatment employed in this paper results in a total
mass injection from the inner boundary of about 7 × 10−3 M⊙
in the 1D fiducial model. This injection contributes 2%–3%
to the explosion energies and the 56Ni masses. Although this
may be a slight underestimate (Arcones et al. 2007), we be-
lieve that better treatments will not change the conclusion of
this paper qualitatively. The eventual answer should come from
fully consistent simulations of the entire core, though. It is also
true that the simple light bulb approximation adopted in this
paper does not accurately account for accretion luminosities, in
particular their correlations with temporally varying accretion
rates as well as the differences between 1D and 2D. Hence,
the appropriate treatment of the neutrino transport, which is
neglected completely in this paper, will be critically impor-
tant. These caveats notwithstanding, we believe that the results
obtained in this paper are useful for understanding the post-
shock-relaunch evolution in the neutrino heating mechanism,
particularly how the diagnostic explosion energy approaches
the final value. One of the goals of our project is to investi-
gate, a way to estimate the explosion energy from the early
stage of post-shock-revival evolution, since realistic simulations
may not be feasible for a few seconds after shock relaunch.

16

（400	  ms	  以内に爆発する必要あり）	
See	  Yamamoto	  et	  al.	  2013	  	  →	

グリッド数及び解像度	

ΔR	  	  	  	  	  	  〜	  100	  m,	  Δ	  cos	  θ	  =	  2/Nth	min	

ノード数：	  	  2048	  (64×32)	  :	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  (ir)	  ×	  4	  (ith)	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1024	  (64×18)	  :	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  (ir)	  ×	  8	  (ith)	  

ステップ数	

1	  node	  あたり	

200〜300万ステップ　（Δt	  〜	  10	  	  	  	  s）	

Real	  Spaceを並列化	

計算時間	  
Post	  bounce	  後	  400〜500	  ms	

親星モデル	  
11.2、15太陽質量の２モデル	  
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Step1:	  反応レートの計算	  

Step4:	  移流項の行列要素計算	

Step2:	  衝突項の行列要素計算	

Step5:	  行列前処理計算	

Step3:	  OpUcal	  Depthの計算	

Step6:	  行列計算	

Boltzmannパートのチューニング	

Ns	  （spaUal	  mesh	  size）,	  Ne（neutrino	  energy	  mesh	  size）	  	  
Na	  (	  neutrino	  angular	  mesh	  size	  ),	  Nb	  (	  neutrino	  angular	  mesh	  size	  )	  
Nite	  (number	  of	  matrix	  iteraUon),	  Np	  (preconditoner	  factor)	  

（反応率標準セット） Ns	  ×	  Ne	  ×	  (Na	  ×	  Nb)^2	  
（電子散乱）  Ns	  ×	  (Ne	  ×	  Na	  ×	  Nb)^2	

(Ns)^α	  ×	  Ne	  ×	  Na	  ×	  Nb	  （with	  通信）	  

Ns	  ×	  Ne	  ×	  Na	  ×	  Nb	  （with通信）	  

（反応率標準セットケース）	  	  
Ns	  ×	  Ne	  ×	  (Na	  ×	  Nb)^2	  ×	  (Nite	  +	  Np)	  (with通信)	  
（電子散乱込みケース）	  	  	  
Ns	  ×	  (Ne	  ×	  Na	  ×	  Nb)^2	  ×	  (Nite	  +	  Np)	  (with通信)	

注：以下、一種類ニュートリノに対しての演算数の見積もり（実際はこの３倍）	

α=2	  (1D),	  α=3/2	  (2D),	  α=4/3	  (3D)	



チューニング状況	
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ストロングスケール	  (main	  loop)	

ノード数	

200	  Ume	  stepのElapsed	  Time	  (s)	
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Current	  Code	
100％スケール	

ノード数	

単ノードチューニング：If	  分岐の削除とメモリアクセスの改善	  →	  SIMD化を徹底！	

通信チューニング：通信の呼び出し回数を削減 （Packing）。	  
　　　　　　　　　　　　毎ステップ行う必要のない領域を洗いだし、通信量を削減。	

マトリックスチューニング	  :	  Matrix	  をブロック毎に分割。全体のElapsed	  Timeを削減	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  前処理を単精度化。	

Δ	  t	  〜	  10	  	  	  	  sで時間発展	
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２０４８ノード：	  
実行効率	  11	  %	  を達成	  
(Strong	  Scale	  〜80％)	  
	  

ProducUve	  runではI/Oを含め

て8〜9％前後の性能	



現状報告	

ベースコードの概要	  
	  
チューニング状況	  
	  
京での小規模テストラン	  (preliminary)	



Post–bounce	  約	  50	  ms	  計算	  on	  京 (preliminary)	  
岩上さん（早稲田、京大）による計算	

Entropy	 Lateral	  Velocity	



まとめ	

1.	  開発した多次元ボルツマン流体コードを用いて、	  
	  	  	  	  来年度に京でプロダクティブランを実行予定	  
	  
2.	  今年度までの成果として	  
	  
　　ベースコード開発の完了 （１Dテスト計算で先行研究とconsistent）	  
	  

　　チューニングを進めた （2048	  nodeで実行性能11％、Strong	  Scale	  80％）	  
	  

　　小規模テストランを京で実行 (prompt	  convecUonを確認)	  

	  
3.	  今後は４月から本格計算に向けてコードの整備	  
	 （解析コードの構築、小規模ランの詳細解析、データ管理	  etc..）	



以下補足	



多次元ボルツマン流体計算の困難	

次元が多い（空間３次元＋運動量空間３次元＋時間１次元）	  
	  

=>	  計算コストが大　（解像度チェックを行うにも大変）	

新しい数値計算アルゴリズムの開発が必要	  
これまでの１次元球対称計算とは全く違った手法が必要	

Lagrangian	  Code	  
(流体comoving系をベースに解く)	

Eulerian	  Code	  
(実験室系をベースに解く)	

ニュートリノ輸送（ボルマン）ソルバー	

重力ソルバー	 流体ソルバー	



滝脇	  –	  固武	  −	  諏訪	  
グループの超新星計算	  

３次元流体	  
＋	  

１次元重力（Newton）	

ニュートリノ輸送	  
（IDSA）	

ニュートリノ反応	  
標準セット	  

EOS	  
Lasmer	  &	  Swesty	  

来年度行う	  	  
Boltzmann-‐Hydro	  計算	

2次元流体	  
＋	  

２次元重力（Newton）	

ニュートリノ輸送 5次元Boltzmann	  	  
with	  full	  v/c	  order	
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Fig. 1.— Profiles of the 3D supernova core adopted in the current study. Entropy iso-surfaces

are shown for the snapshot at 100, 150 and 200 ms after the bounce in the 3D supernova

evolution by Takiwaki et al. (2012) from top, middle and bottom panel, respectively.
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Fig. 5.— Iso-surface of density of electron-type anti-neutrinos (ν̄e) for the 3D supernova core

at 150 ms after the bounce. Arrows represent the flux vector of neutrinos.
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with carrying out this interpolation, particularly with regard
to neutrino energy. We briefly describe the reasons for these
challenges.

The rather low energy resolution we can afford by using
the Boltzmann code is one of the reasons. We can deploy
at most ∼20 energy bins (see Kotake et al. 2012a). The
distribution function, f, depends strongly on the neutrino energy
in general. In particular, it decreases almost exponentially at high
energies. On the numerical mesh, f may change several orders
of magnitude between adjacent energy-grid points. Highly
accurate interpolations of f are hence required on the coarse
mesh. Note that since the isoenergetic scatterings between
neutrinos and nucleons and/or nuclei dominate other reactions
in CCSNe, the time step (∆t) of simulations is mostly determined
by these processes. If the interpolations of f are not accurate at
high energies, we might find that ∆t becomes unreasonably
small because of a large number of artificial scatterings. The
fact that high-energy neutrinos have larger cross sections makes
matter worse. Not to mention, in the interpolation we further
have to take into consideration the conservation of neutrino
numbers in scatterings.

In the next section, we give the SR Boltzmann equations
then we present our plan for overcoming the challenged faced
by implementing them. We then demonstrate our successful
handling of isoenergetic scatterings in the realistic supernova
simulations (see Section 7).

4. SR BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS FOR NEUTRINOS

We start with the covariant form of the Boltzmann equation:

pµ ∂f

∂xµ
+

dpi

dτ

∂f

∂pi
=

!
δf

δτ

"

col
, (1)

which is valid even in curved spacetime. In the above expression,
f(= f (xµ, pi)) denotes the neutrino distribution function in
phase space; xµ and pµ are spacetime coordinates and the four-
momentum of a neutrino, respectively. Since the latter satisfies
the on-shell condition pµpµ = −m2

ν , in which mν is a neutrino
mass, only three of the four components are independent and
this is why only spatial components appear in the second term
on the left-hand side; τ stands for the affine parameter of the
neutrino trajectory. The left-hand side of Equation (1) expresses
a geodesic motion in the phase space, while the right-hand
side symbolically denotes the so-called collision terms, i.e., the
terms that give the rate of changes in f due to neutrino–matter
interactions.

On the spherical coordinates in flat spacetime, which are the
coordinates we employ for the laboratory frame in our Eulerian
approach, Equation (1) is cast into the following conservation
form:
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#
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∂
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ν

r

cos θ

sin θ

∂

∂φν

(sin φνf ) =
!

δf

δt

"lb

col
, (2)

where r, θ , and φ denote the spatial variables. For the three
independent components of neutrino four-momentum, we do
not use the spacial components but adopt the energy and two
angles, θν and φν (see Figure 3). µν is defined as µν ≡ cos θν .

Figure 3. Local orthonormal bases that measure neutrino momentum. As the
subscripts show, er , eθ , and eφ are aligned with the spatial spherical coordinates.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In Equation (2) and the rest of this paper, we assume that
neutrinos are massless, which is well justified as long as neutrino
oscillations are ignored.

The collision term in Equation (2), which is expressed with
the laboratory time t, is related to the original collision term in
Equation (1) as

!
δf

δτ

"

col
= εlb

!
δf

δt

"lb

col
, (3)

where εlb(≡ pt ) denotes the neutrino energy measured in
the laboratory frame. Similarly, the collision term in the fluid
restframe can be expressed with the proper time of each fluid
element (t̃) as

!
δf

δτ

"

col
= εfr

!
δf

δt̃

"fr

col
, (4)

where εfr(≡ pt̃ ≡ −uµpµ) denotes the neutrino energy in the
fluid restframe. Here uµ is the four-velocity of matter.

The Lorentz transformation of four-momentum gives the
relation of neutrino energies in the fluid restframe and laboratory
frame as

εfr = εlbγ (1 − nlb · v), (5)

where v, γ (≡ (1 − v2)−1/2) denote the three-velocity and
corresponding Lorentz factor of matter and nlb is the unit vector
that indicates the flight direction of a neutrino in the laboratory
frame. The factor Dlb ≡ γ (1− nlb ·v) in Equation (5) expresses
the Doppler shift of neutrino energy. From Equations (3)–(5),
we can obtain the relation between the collision terms in the two
frames as

!
δf

δt

"lb

col
= Dlb

!
δf

δt̃

"fr

col
. (6)

The Lorentz transformation also gives the relation between
the flight directions in the fluid restframe and laboratory frames
as

εfrnfr = εlb
$

nlb +
%
−γ + (γ − 1)

nlb · v

v2

&
v

'
. (7)

Here nfr denotes the unit vector that specifies the flight direction
of a neutrino in the fluid restframe. Using the Doppler factor
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Fig. 21. Left: The pattern of the sparse matrix appearing in the linear system obtained for the implicit dis-
cretization of the Boltzmann equations. N and M denote the numbers of spatial grids (Nr , Nθ , Nφ) and neutrino
grids (Nθν

, Nφν
, Nε), respectively. For the studies on current supercomputers without energy couplings, the

size of the diagonal black matrices (gray) is Nθν
Nφν

. Right: The number of iterations as a function of the time
step for different pre-conditioners, i.e., the point Jacobi method (blue crosses) and newly developed method
(red crosses). The number of grid points for the numerical experiment is Nr × Nθ × Nφ = 200 × 9 × 9, with
Nθν

× Nφν
× Nε = 6 × 12 × 14.

to propose a parameter-optimized damped Jacobi-type pre-conditioner, details of which will be pub-
lished elsewhere [206]. The convergence efficiency is compared between the two pre-conditioners
for the same matrices extracted from the 3D Boltzmann simulations. In the right panel of Fig. 21, we
show the numbers of iterations as a function of the time step, %t , for a representative case. As men-
tioned already, the convergence becomes very slow for %t ! 10−7 s, and no convergence is obtained
for %t > 3 × 10−7 s, even after 200 iterations, when the point-Jacobi method is employed. On the
contrary, with the new pre-conditioning method, convergence is improved drastically. The time steps
can be increased by a factor of 100 up to ! 10−5 s. This is favorable particularly for long-term com-
putations. It is true that the computational cost of the new method is higher, but it is just by a factor
of ∼ 10 compared with the standard method. Our efforts have hence paid off and we have achieved
a speed-up by a factor of ∼ 10. We are currently applying the new method to various cases to see if
such good performance is retained or not. We will also continue to seek even better methods, since
we expect that the matrix will be larger in the productive runs of neutrino-radiation hydrodynamical
simulations in 3D.

4. Beyond the “K computer”

Rapid growth of the supercomputing capability in Japan in recent years enables us to perform large-
scale simulations such as those presented above. 3D supernova simulations with sufficient resolutions
definitely require the K computer and more even beyond exa-flops scale platforms. We remark also
that allocations of sufficiently long CPU time on such facilities are also indispensable for long-term
computations such as those of delayed neutrino-driven explosions.

As reported in Sect. 2 and Sect. 3.3.2, the first 3D simulations of core-collapse supernovae with
spectral neutrino transport by the ray-by-ray IDSA were performed on the currently available super-
computers. It was demonstrated that the numerical grid deployed in the computations was not fine
enough to draw a solid conclusion on the 3D explosion mechanism. Scaled-up simulations are sched-
uled on the K computer in Kobe, Japan. The 3D neutrino transfer with the Boltzmann solver requires
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post-bounce phase in our previous study (Nagakura et al. 2013).
It is also noted that a series of standard tests for hydrodynam-
ical schemes (e.g., shock tube problems) were carried out in
Nagakura et al. (2011).

Although our Boltzmann solver is fully SR, the hydrodynam-
ics solver is Newtonian. As a matter of fact, it can be GR-Hydro
code (Nagakura & Yamada 2008) except for its gravity solver,
which is Newtonian and based on the MICCG technique (Na-
gakura et al. 2011). The implementation of an Einstein equation
solver is currently underway, the perspective of which will be
mentioned in Section 8.

The basic equations of Newtonian hydrodynamics in
spherical coordinates are written in the following form:

∂t Q + ∂j U j = Wh + Wi , (12)

where each term is given as

Q =

⎛
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Note that Wi corresponds to the interactions between neutrinos
and matter (the explicit expressions will be presented in Step 5)
and

√
g(= r2 sin θ ) denotes the volume factor in the spherical

coordinates. Other variables, ρ, p, e, Ye, vj , and ψ , are the mass
density, pressure, internal energy density, electron fraction, fluid
velocity, and Newtonian gravitational potential, respectively.
The Newtonian self-gravity is solved with the Poisson equation,

∆ψ = 4πρ . (17)

In our central scheme, the above system of equations
use the finite difference method in space with a piecewise

parabolic method interpolation and the total variation dimin-
ishing Runge–Kutta method is employed for time integra-
tion, which achieves second-order accuracy in both space
and time. We adopt the procedure proposed by Müller et al.
(2010) for solving the energy equation (the fifth component
in Equation (12)), which reduces secular errors in the energy
conservation.

Throughout this paper, we use Shen’s equation of state (EOS;
Shen et al. 2011) with lepton and photon contributions added.
(see, e.g., Nagakura et al. 2013). The original EOS table is
rather coarse for the simulation of CCSNe. Indeed, we have
found that trilinear interpolations in the original table reduce
the accuracy of simulations, particularly at the transition from
inhomogeneous to homogeneous nuclear matter. We have hence
reconstructed a new EOS table by interpolating all quantities
with the tricubic Hermite functions. It is several times finer in
ρ, Ye and T than the original table.

6.2. Step 2: Reconstruction of Subgrid Energy Spectrum

In our Boltzmann solver, transformations between differ-
ent energy grids are frequently performed. As mentioned in
Section 3, we will be able to deploy at most ∼20 energy bins,
a rather coarse resolution. We hence need a subgrid modeling
of the neutrino energy spectrum. It is also important for com-
puting flux at grid boundaries. As a matter of fact, if we did not
take into account such subgrid distributions and assumed in-
stead that neutrinos are populated uniformly in each grid, then a
large number of neutrinos could artificially leak to neighboring
grids either due to inaccurate numerical flux or by imprecise
interpolations (see also Step 4 on this issue).

In the reconstruction, one should pay adequate attention to
the following two conditions:

1. monotonicity and
2. conservation of the number of neutrinos.

The first condition is familiar in the numerical treatment of
hyperbolic systems and necessary to avoid artificial generation
of extrema in spectra, which may cause numerical instabilities.
The importance of the second condition is rather obvious. In
fact, if it were violated, neutrinos would appear or disappear
just by changing energy grids. As shown later, this condition is
particularly important in the evaluation of f on LFG. Note that
the value of f on each grid point actually represents the average
in the energy bin in our formulation.

The reconstruction procedures are schematically shown in
Figure 7, in which we construct the subgrid energy spectrum
for energy bin A in the LRG. In so doing, not only grid point
A but also the neighboring grid points B and C are utilized. We
distinguish two cases: (1) f locally takes an extreme value on
grid point A, i.e., both of the f’s on grid points B and C are either
larger or smaller than the f on grid point A and (2) when this is
not the case.

The left panels in Figure 7 correspond to the first case. As
shown in the figure, in this case, we assume a flat spectrum in
the energy bin. This is not a bad approximation since the actual
spectrum is indeed nearly flat in the vicinity of a local extremum.
In the second case, in which f changes monotonically over the
neighboring three grid points, we reconstruct a subgrid spectrum
as follows, which is shown in the right panels in Figure 7.

We first determine the value of f on the left and right
interfaces of energy bin A as the averages of adjacent grid
point values in the logarithmic scale. They are referred to as fL
(fR), respectively. We also define fmax and fmin as the largest
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